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Considering all of our customers including walkers, cyclists and horse ridersOur network plays a vital role in our economy

Providing a better end-to-end experience for all out customersHelping customers reach their destinations
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Foreword
I am pleased to share our customer service plan for 2022-23. We’ve made 
good progress so far in the second Road Period, and we continue our drive to 
create better customer experiences. Our Customer Service Strategy: Making 
a difference for our customers, published in May 2021, sets out our vision for 
our relationship with our customers.

This annual plan underpins our customer service strategy, and reinforces its six themes. It’s built on 
customer insight, what we know drives customer satisfaction, and our corporate performance goals. 

The 4,300 miles of roads that we manage are an integral part of our customers’ lives and the economy of 
our country. We also recognise that our customers journeys do not always start and end on our network. So, we’ll continue to 
provide better information to improve end-to-end journeys on a well maintained and safe network. Ultimately, we want to help our 
customers get to where they want to go in the time that they expect. 

Through the year we’ll be focussing on areas such as improving incident management from a customer’s perspective, enhancing 
capabilities which enable our customers to self-serve, and improving how we manage roadworks. We’ve recognised the diversity of 
our customers, and we’re challenging ourselves to consider this in everything that we do. 

We’re passionate about developing and empowering our people and increasing their capability to create great customer 
experiences. We care about our customers and their experiences with us and work closely with our independent watchdog, 
Transport Focus to prioritise what our customers tell us bring them the greatest benefits. 

Making a difference for our customers means focussing on what’s important to them. We’re responding to the evolving needs, 
wants and expectations of our customers to deliver improvements now and create a positive legacy for the future.

Elliot Shaw 
Chief Customer and Strategy Officer

Helping our customers create memories
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Delivering
the basics

Enabling 
stress free 
journeys

Building our 
capability

Improving 
journey times

A better end-to-end
experience

Providing better information

A well maintained and safe network

Developing better relationships

Empowering our people

Journeys will take the time that customers expect them to. We’ll 
improve the ways we manage road works, incidents and delays to

enable safer, stress free journeys and help drive the economy.

Customers will trust that we care about their journeys as they 
travel seamlessly across our network, using varying modes of 

transport and linking to local networks.

Customers will be better informed and have trust in the 
information they access, ensuring that they feel safe and in 

control of their journeys.

We‘ll proactively maintain, operate and enhance our network 
to reduce disruption and help our customers feel safe.

Our customers, communities and stakeholders will 
know who we are and what we do. We will listen to 

them and understand what they want and need.

Everyone in our organisation and supply chain 
will understand how they can improve customer 

experience and be empowered to do so.
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Customer service strategy themes

Introduction
We use customer insight to drive better customer experiences and deliver against our performance goals for 
the second Road Period (2020-25). The six themes in our customer service strategy work together to build our 
capability, improve how we deliver the basics, and enable stress free journeys for our customers. 

The following pages detail what we’ll 
focus on this year to meet and exceed 
our customers’ expectations, but our 
work to support our customers and the 
country’s economy is much broader. 
We’re constantly challenging ourselves to 
design, decide and deliver to the benefit 
of our customers; from building new 
schemes to working with communities 
on improvements around our network. 

The delivery of this customer service 
plan will be governed by our Executive 
Customer Service Group and each 
deliverable has a senior responsible 
owner within this group.
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Improving journey times
What it will look like for our customers

Journeys will take the time that customers expect them to. We’ll improve the ways we manage road works, incidents and delays 
to enable safer, stress free journeys and help drive the economy.

We will:

n review and update Roadworks: A customer view
implementation toolkit to reflect and consider the needs of all
road users and promote meaningful customer engagement.

n expand the Highest Safe Speed (HSS) to all suitable
schemes, monitoring and reporting on those that adopt the
HSS principles.

n reduce the impact of roadworks on the driving public and
local communities, by supporting projects within our Regional
Investment Programme to explore an alternative approach
to road closures. We’ll look at the benefits of closing a road
off completely for a short time period, against our traditional
longer weekend closure methods.

n launch a programme to improve coach and bus
customers experiences in response to the Transport Focus
logistics and coach survey.

n implement a programme for travel demand management
while we upgrade our concrete roads across England,
helping to minimise disruption to customer journeys while this
work is taking place.

n improve how we manage
incidents by enhancing the
impact of the regional road
responder forums and their
alignment to the company’s
CLEAR (collision, lead,
evaluate, act and reopen)
strategy.

n ensure our customers enjoy reliable journey times by
working closely with the vehicle recovery sector to develop
consistent processes for electric vehicle recovery.

n actively review how we handled incidents from a
customer’s perspective, by launching a new customer
focused debriefing and monitoring process.

n improve our understanding about incidents on all our
roads by providing access to anonymised crowd sourced
data in all of our Regional Operations Centres.

CLEAR is a government-led 
initiative which promotes 
collaboration across the 
responder community.  
The initiative aims to reduce 
the time taken to re-open 
motorways following an 
incident.

Overnight works on the A12 J15
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https://transportfocusdatahub.org.uk/manager/Storyboard/RHViewStoryBoard.aspx?RId=%c2%b2&RLId=%c2%b2&PId=%c2%b1%c2%b1%c2%bb%c2%bc%c2%b7%c2%bb&UId=%c2%b6%c2%b6%c2%b2%c2%b5%c2%b4&RpId=2
https://transportfocusdatahub.org.uk/manager/Storyboard/RHViewStoryBoard.aspx?RId=%c2%b2&RLId=%c2%b2&PId=%c2%b1%c2%b1%c2%bb%c2%bc%c2%b7%c2%bb&UId=%c2%b6%c2%b6%c2%b2%c2%b5%c2%b4&RpId=2


A better end-to-end experience
What it will look like for our customers

Customers will trust that we care about their journeys as they travel seamlessly across our network, 
using varying modes of transport and linking to local networks.

We will:

n improve and bring consistency to signing for roadside 
services on our A roads.

n use insight to develop a programme of improvements for 
walkers, cyclists and horse riders, including interventions to 
address severed rights of way.

n use insight from our freight customers to identify and 
deliver improvements to three facilities on or near our roads 
network.

n embed new guidance for our supply chain based on 
existing best practice to continually improve our diversion 
routes for customers. In two of our major schemes we will 
also start trials of additional improvements for diversion 
routes.

n work with partner organisations to scope out and launch 
an innovation competition, seeking creative solutions from 
innovators outside our existing supply chain to improve 
customers’ experiences in roadworks.

n develop a corporate approach to accessibility that 
ensures the needs of all our customers are designed in all 
areas of our business.

n hold the inaugural Roads for All conference to link a wide 
range of organisations which represent, or provide services 
to, disabled road users, to demonstrate our corporate 
commitment to ‘a good customer journey for all’.

Cycle path near A27 Horse riders by the A358 
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Providing better information
What it will look like for our customers

Customers will be better informed and have trust in the information they access, ensuring that they feel safe and in control of their journeys.

We will:

n improve roadside communication through roadworks to 
help our customers have safer, more informed journeys:

n commencing the roll-out of progress-o-meters to  
all major schemes

n delivering customer-focused messages using  
electronic billboards

n sharing best practice with our supply chain for signage 
decluttering called “Right sign, right place”

n work with our wayfinder service partners to trial the 
transmission of information such as road closures and traffic 
conditions directly into vehicles.

n develop a digital journey planning tool for our disabled 
customers. This will include our access information for 
roadside facilities and accessible ways of contacting us.

n replace the reporting tool used by our national incident 
liaison officers, to improve information provided to key 
partner organisations.

n develop more tailored visual styles for each of our social 
media channels (Twitter, Facebook and Instagram) that 
increase the visibility and accessibility of priority customer 
communications, such as severe weather advice.

Professional drivers on the A1 Customer accessing journey planning information
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A well maintained and safe network
What it will look like for our customers

We‘ll proactively maintain, operate and enhance our network to reduce disruption and help our customers feel safe.

We will:

n update our inspection and maintenance approach to 
put greater focus on the service our assets provide to our 
customers.

n carry out a comprehensive review of our approach to 
network inspections, enhancing our approach to completing 
reactive works.

n work with Transport Focus to develop a ride quality 
metric, related to the smoothness of the road surface, that 
measures customer experience.

n enhance the self-service channel on our website to 
make it easier for customers to report issues they see whilst 
travelling on our roads, encouraging uptake through active 
promotion.

n establish a new programme where customers conduct 
audits that focus on network maintenance. 

n reduce the impact of roadworks on our customers 
by identifying opportunities to bring works together and 
minimise future closures in the same location.

n relaunch the role of litter champions and then develop and 
deliver litter action plans for each region.

n locate all temporary works signs on our roads and put a 
plan in place to complete the works and remove the signs.

n review and update our communications response to 
severe weather events so that our customers have improved 
access to the information they need about severe weather 
affecting our roads.

n raise the profile of our uniformed frontline teams, including 
traffic officers, control room operators, inspectors and 
contact centre advisors, to help our customers feel safer and 
better informed when travelling on our roads.

n identify and address issues that contribute to 
our customers feeling dissatisfied or unsafe in our 
communication campaigns and marketing activities.

n use recent research undertaken by Keep Britain Tidy to 
deliver three targeted anti-littering interventions, focussing on 
changing littering behaviour on our roads network.

At National Highways our Litter Champions are responsible 
for delivering our litter strategy, regional litter plans and fulfilling 
our commitments within Defra’s litter strategy for England.  
Our litter champions oversee litter activities in their region 
and actively monitor and report on the accumulation of 
litter and its subsequent clearance. A key objective of our 
Litter Champions is to improve collaboration between Local 
Authorities and our supply chain, to ensure that we are all 
working towards a common goal of keeping the network 
predominantly free from litter.
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Developing better relationships
What it will look like for our customers

Our customers, communities and stakeholders will know who we are and what we do. We will listen to them and understand what they want and need.

We will:

n enhance the road closure information that we share 
digitally with key industry sectors, such as freight, bus and 
coach, through improved accuracy.

n raise awareness of the freight and logistics sector within 
National Highways and identify opportunities to improve 
relationships.

n improve the services we provide for our disabled 
customers, focusing on the development of a plan to improve 
the accessibility of our motorway service areas and promoting 
take-up of our Hidden Disabilities Sunflower for vehicles.

n develop and embed a customer-focussed approach to 
social value across our major road projects to leave a positive 
lasting legacy for communities.

n develop a stronger cross-company approach to regional 
stakeholder engagement that supports knowledge sharing 
and collaborative working.

n launch a new on-line Customer Experience Tracker to 
better understand the experiences of drivers on our network. 

n develop a process and template for customer journey 
mapping, with case studies to help us identify service and 
process improvements.

n finalise and launch high-level customer requirements to 
inform the design of future motorway projects. 

n develop and start a trial of a major scheme customer 
experience survey. This will enable us to better understand 
the customer experience on individual schemes.Engaging students in STEM learning through Minecraft

Improving the experience our disabled customers have on their journeys
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Empowering our people
What it will look like for our customers

Everyone in our organisation and supply chain will understand how they can improve customer experience and be empowered to do so.

We will:

n complete the roll out of our Operations customer 
relationship management (CRM) system and start to integrate 
all other CRM systems currently used across the business, to 
deliver a single view of the customer.

n report on the proportion of our customers we contact by 
telephone instead of by letter, and the feedback we receive 
from them about their experience.

n review and improve work instructions for our traffic 
officers to improve ease of use.

n use insight from our traffic officers to improve customer 
experiences through our roadworks and inform the design of 
our large improvement projects.

n offer additional e-learning to our supply chain to address 
identified customer skill gaps.

n ensure that 40% of suppliers who are already part of our 
customer maturity programme achieve a level 3 customer 
maturity status (in a 1-5 classification range). This will be 
measured through our assessment process.

n increase our peoples’ customer centric capability, 
through the implementation of our Customer Centric Action 
plan, aligning with the company’s wider people capability 
programme.

n provide a 
comprehensive 
programme of specialist 
customer service training 
to ensure our teams 
have the required skills, 
support and development 
to deliver enhanced 
customer service across 
our business areas.

n Celebrate the Institute of Customer Service’s National 
Customer Service Week, with a week of events and content 
to engage with our people, reward success and identify 
opportunities to better improve our customers’ experiences.

Workers on the M6 J23

Virtual reality customer service training
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“This plan goes to the core of  
helping National Highways deliver  

the safe, reliable, smooth journeys  
that road users want.”

Guy Dangerfield 
Head of Strategy at Transport Focus 
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Our people working on the A30 Chiverton to Carland Cross

Traffic Officer performing a vehicle check

Keeping customers informed on the M42 junction improvement scheme
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Summer holiday journeys between Innis Downs and Victoria, Cornwall, in south west England
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